Abstract. For an exponential on a nonarchimedean ordered eld, we introduce the notion of the exponential rank, in analogy to the rank of the eld. This gives information about the growth rate of the exponential, and about the convex valuations on the eld which are compatible with the exponential. We give several characterizations of these valuations, using maps induced by the exponential on the value group of the natural valuation and on the rank of the eld. Finally, we construct exponential elds of arbitrary exponential rank.
Introduction
Based on the work of Hahn, Baer, Ostrowski, Krull, Kaplansky and the ArtinSchreier theory, and stimulated by the paper L] of S. Lang in 1953, the theory of real places and convex valuations has witnessed a remarkable development and has become a basic tool in the theory of ordered elds and real algebraic geometry. Surveys on this development can be found in LAM2] and PC]. In this paper, we take a further step by adding an exponential function to the ordered eld. Beforehand, let us sketch the basic facts about convex valuations.
Take an ordered eld (K; <) and a valuation w of K, with valuation ring R w , valuation ideal I w , value group wK and residue eld Kw. Then w is called compatible with the order if and only if it satis es, for all a; b 2 K: (CO) a b > 0 =) wa wb . This holds if and only if the order of K canonically induces an order on the residue eld Kw, which in turn holds if and only if R w and I w are convex subsets of (K; <) (cf. Lemma 4 below). Therefore, a valuation compatible with the order is also said to be a convex valuation. For every convex valuation w, the set U >0 w := fa 2 K j wa = 0^a > 0g of positive units of R w is a convex subgroup of the ordered multiplicative group (K >0 ; ; 1; <) of positive elements of K.
There is always a nest convex valuation v, called the natural valuation of (K; <). It is characterized by the fact that its residue eld is an archimedean ordered eld. The valuation ideal I v is the set of all in nitesimals, and K >0 n R v is the set of all positive in nite elements (elements which are bigger than every element of the sub eld Q of K). For preliminaries on convex and natural valuations, see Section 2 below.
Throughout this paper, K will be a nonarchimedean ordered eld, and v will denote its nontrivial natural valuation.
By general valuation theory, the set R of all valuation rings R w of convex valuations w 6 = v is totally ordered by inclusion, and it is order isomorphic to the set of all nonzero convex subgroups of the value group vK (again ordered by inclusion). Its order type is called the rank of v (or in our case, of (K; <)); for convenience, we will identify it with R. The convex subgroup corresponding to R w is G w := fva j a 2 K^wa = 0g = v(U >0 w ) ; and the value group wK is canonically isomorphic to vK=G w . For example, the rank of an archimedean ordered eld is empty since its natural valuation is trivial.
The rank of the rational function eld K = R(t) with any order is a singleton, R = fKg, and vK is the only nonzero convex subgroup of the nontrivial archimedean value group vK. The reader may have noted that we are not using the classical de nition of \rank" since we include the trivial valuation but exclude v. The present version will be more useful for our purposes. Now we add an exponential to the ordered eld. For an exponential f on (K; <) we only require that it is an isomorphism from the ordered additive group (K; +; 0; <) onto (K >0 ; ; 1; <). Let w be a convex valuation on K. Then we will say that w and f are compatible if the following holds: (CE) f (R w ; ; 1; <) = (U >0 w ; ; 1; <)= 1+ I w , this means that f induces canonically an exponential fw : (Kw; +; 0; <) ! (Kw >0 ; ; 1; <) on the residue eld Kw. (This is the analogue to the characteristic property of convex valuations to canonically induce an order on the residue eld.) Note that if an ordered eld K admits any exponential, then it admits an exponential compatible with the natural valuation (cf. KS], Section 3.3). Therefore, we will assume throughout this paper that every appearing exponential is compatible with the natural valuation v.
Let us mention that if K is a model of the elementary theory T of an exponentially bounded o-minimal expansion of the reals, such that the exponential f is de nable, then the valuation rings R w of valuations w compatible with f are precisely the T-convex valuation rings of K, in the sense of DL].
The valuation rings R w of convex valuations w 6 = v satisfying the rst condition of (CE) form a subset R f of R. Its order type will be called the exponential rank of the exponential eld (K; <; f); again, we identify it with R f . We wish to characterize the corresponding convex subgroups G w . However, these subgroups do not carry any information concerning the second condition of (CE). So it may well happen that R f also contains valuation rings of valuations which are not compatible with f. A natural way to overcome this de ciency is to require that f satis es the following elementary axiom: (T 1 ) v(f(a) ? 1 ? a) > va for all a 2 I v .
It belongs to a scheme of axioms which gives a valuation theoretical interpretation of the Taylor expansion of the usual exponential function on R(see KK1] for details).
If f satis es (T 1 ), then f(I w ) = 1 + I w holds for every convex valuation w; this is a consequence of Lemma 8 in Section 3. Then f is compatible with w if and only if f(R w ) = U >0 w and consequently, R f is precisely the set of all valuation rings R w of valuations w 6 = v which are compatible with f.
We shall characterize the subgroups G w of vK for which R w 2 R f by use of a contraction map induced on vK by the exponential f (more precisely, by its inverse, the logarithm`). This map in turn induces a map on the rank R.
For the details, see Section 4. To avoid unpleasant case distinctions which would make the theory complicated without telling anything more about the interesting cases, we x the \orientation" of these two maps. This is done by requiring that f satis es the following elementary growth axiom scheme, which is also satis ed by the usual exponential function on R: (GA) a > n 2 =) f(a) > a n (n 2 N) .
The following gives a basic answer to our characterization problem: Theorem 1. Take an exponential f which satis es (T 1 ) and (GA). Then a convex valuation w is compatible with f if and only if for every a 2 K, va 2 G w ) vf(a) 2 G w :
(1) The proof and further characterizations by use of the maps and will be given in Section 4. There, we will also introduce equivalence relations `, and induced by`= f ?1 , and (in the spirit of archimedean equivalence). The corresponding equivalence classes are the convex hulls of the orbits of`on the positive in nite elements of K, of on the negative cone of vK, and of on the rank. In all three cases, the totally ordered chain of these convex hulls is \almost" isomorphic to the exponential rank. To be precise, they are isomorphic to the principal exponential rank which we will introduce now.
The convex subgroup G w of G is called principal if there is some g 2 G such that G w is the minimalconvex subgroup containing g (it exists since the intersection of all convex subgroups containing g is a convex subgroup). By the principal rank of (K; <) we mean the subset R pr of R consisting of all R w 2 R for which G w is principal. If the exponential f satis es (GA), then the principal exponential rank shall be the subset R pr f of R f consisting of all R w 2 R f for which there is some g 2 G such that G w is the minimal convex subgroup containing g and satisfying (1).
Exponential rank and principal exponential rank describe the growth of an exponential f in comparison to the size of K. To determine this growth, we can look at sequences generated by repeated application of f. By induction, we de ne f 1 (a) := f(a) and f n+1 (a) := f(f n (a)).
Theorem 2. Take a convex valuation w 6 = v of the nonarchimedean ordered eld (K; <). a) R w lies in the principal rank if and only if for some b in the residue eld Kw, the sequence (b n ) n2N is co nal in Kw. The principal rank is a singleton (namely, R pr = fKg) if and only if (a n ) n2N is co nal in K for every positive in nite element a 2 K. b) Assume in addition that f is an exponential satisfying (T 1 ) and (GA) and that f is compatible with w. Then R w lies in the principal exponential rank if and only if for some b in the residue eld Kw, the sequence ( (fw) n (b) ) n2N is co nal in Kw. The principal exponential rank is a singleton (namely, R pr f = fKg) if and only if (f n (a)) n2N is co nal in K for every positive in nite element a 2 K. Note that the valuation ring R v of the natural valuation v would lie in the principal rank as well as in the principal exponential rank if we would not exclude it from the rank R. In contrast to this, K lies in the principal rank if and only if there is some a 2 K such that (a n ) n2N is co nal in K, and it lies in the principal exponential rank if and only if there is some a 2 K such that (f n (a)) n2N is co nal in K. Therefore, we want to include K in the rank. But then, we have to exclude R v since an ordered eld (K; <) having precisely n convex valuation rings 6 = K is said to have rank n, which should correspond to the number of elements in R.
The following description of the set of all liftings of an order through a place is well known. If we denote by X K the set of all orderings on K, and X w K the subset of all orderings which are compatible with w, then there is a bijection X w K ! Hom(vK=2vK; f?1; 1g) X Kw (cf. LAM1], Theorem 5.3, or B]; for a generalization to semiorderings, cf. P], Theorems 7.8 and 7.9). In the same spirit, we will describe in Theorem 18 the set of all liftings of a logarithm. We work with logarithms rather than with exponentials since we can give this description even for non-surjective logarithms, i.e., embeddings of (K >0 ; ; 1; <) in (K; +; 0; <). These will play a crucial role in the following.
So far, we have only described results that are in nice analogy to the theory of real places. But when it comes to existence results, the analogy breaks down. If a eld has a place onto an ordered residue eld, then the order can be lifted up to the eld through the place. It is not surprising that exponentials cannot be lifted through arbitrary places. But one might expect that certain closure properties (like \henselian place", \divisible value group" or perhaps some compatibility of the value group) would make such a lifting possible. For example, if k is an ordered eld and G a nonzero ordered abelian group, then the (\generalized") power series eld K = k((G)) admits at least one nonarchimedean order. Further, K is real closed if and only if k is real closed and G is divisible. This provides a simple and elegant method of constructing nonarchimedean ordered real closed elds of any given rank , provided that we can construct a divisible ordered abelian group of rank . But the latter is easy: we just take G to be the lexicographic sum of copies of Q with an index set (I; <) whose order type is the inverse of , that is, is the order type of the order < on I de ned by a < b , b < a. (If we want to stick to the philosophy of power series, we can also take G to be the corresponding Hahn product.) If k is archimedean, the principal rank of K will then be . But for the construction of exponential elds with arbitrary given principal exponential rank, this approach fails. Indeed, we have shown in KKS] that power series elds never admit exponentials compatible with their canonical valuation (and if k is archimedean, then there is no exponential on k((G)) at all).
Nevertheless, we are able to construct exponential elds with arbitrary principal exponential rank. This is done in two steps. First, we construct non-surjective logarithms on power series elds. Therefore, we have to develop our theory of exponential rank and de ne the maps and also for such logarithms, provided they satisfy adequate versions of the axioms (T 1 ) and (GA). This is done in Section 4. In the second step, we obtain a surjective logarithm by taking the union over a suitable countable ascending chain of such power series elds with non-surjective logarithms. This is done in Section 7. For the case of models of the theory T an (exp) of the reals with restricted analytic functions and exponential function (cf. DMM1]), we shall prove:
Theorem 3. Take a model (K; f) of T an (exp) and an order type which extends the principal exponential rank of (K; f). Then (K; f) can be elementarily embedded in a model (K ! ; f ! ) of T an (exp) which is a countable union of power series elds and has principal exponential rank . The embedding can be chosen to be truncation closed.
\Truncation closed" means that the truncation of any power series in the image of the embedding lies again in this image. Note that as we exclude R v from the principal exponential rank, we do not have to require that has a smallest element.
Our construction given in Section 7 for the proof of Theorem 3 is rather abstract. In KK3], we give an explicit construction, which helps to exhibit the connection between endomorphisms of the exponential rank and the growth rate of the constructed exponentials. This allows us to construct on a xed real closed eld in nitely many exponentials of distinct exponential rank. Thus, in contrast to the rank, the exponential rank of a real closed exponential eld is in general not uniquely determined.
In the past years, the study of Hardy elds (= elds of germs at +1 of real-valued functions) has become very interesting and fruitful (cf. RO1], DMM1], DMM2], KK2], KK4]). M. Rosenlicht studied Hardy elds of various ranks (cf. RO2]). If the Hardy eld contains the germ of the real exponential function and is closed under composition, then it is a nonarchimedean exponential eld (and its rank will be very large and not easy to classify). The exponential rank is then an important tool for the classi cation of such exponential Hardy elds. It is known, for example, that the Hardy eld H(R an;exp ) associated to the theory T an (exp) has exponential rank 1 (this follows from DMM2] via Theorem 2; see KK4] for a more general result). But as soon as the Hardy eld contains germs of functions of trans-exponential growth, their exponential rank will be bigger than 1. In fact, the exponential rank will then measure the strength of this trans-exponential growth. It is not known whether all Hardy elds of o-minimal expansions of the reals in which the exponential is de nable must have exponential rank 1.
Some preliminaries about convex valuations
Let us quickly recall how natural valuations are obtained already on a totally ordered abelian group (G; <). We set jaj := maxfa; ?ag. Two elements a; b are archimedean equivalent if there is some n 2 N such that njaj jbj and njbj jaj. For every valuation w of a eld K and every a 2 K, we have that wa = w(?a) and that w0 wa. Hence it follows directly from our de nition that every convex valuation w satis es: a b 0 _ a b 0 =) wa wb :
Let us also state the following characterizations of convex valuations (cf. LAM1], Proposition 5.1, or LAM2], Theorem 2.3 and Proposition 2.9, or P], Lemma 7.2): Lemma 4. The following assertions are equivalent: 1) w is a convex valuation of (K; <), 2) R w is a convex subset of (K; <), 3) I w (or equivalently, the set 1 + I w of 1-units) is a convex subset of (K; <), 4) the positive cone of (K; <) contains 1 + I w , 5) I w < 1 , 6) the image of the positive cone of (K; <) under the residue map K 3 a 7 ! aw 2 Kw is a positive cone in Kw. Take two valuations w and w 0 . We say that w 0 is ner than w if R w 0 6 = R w .
Then I w 6 = I w 0 , and if w 0 is convex, it follows from condition 4) or 5) that also w is convex. If w 0 is ner than w, then there is a nontrivial valuation w 0 =w on Kw. If w 0 is convex, then Kw has an induced order with respect to which w 0 =w is convex. Since the residue eld of the natural valuation v with the induced order is archimedean ordered, it follows that there is no valuation ner than v.
Strong logarithms and T 1 -logarithms
If the logarithm`is surjective, then the exponential`? 1 is compatible with w if and only if`(U >0 w ) = R w and`(1+I w ) = I w . Thus, for a not necessarily surjective logarithm`we will say that w and`are compatible if (U >0 w ) = R w \ im(`) and`(1 + I w ) = I w \ im(`) :
As for exponentials, we will assume throughout this paper that all appearing logarithms are compatible with the natural valuation v. We let Rd enote the subset of R containing all R w for which w satis es the rst condition of (2), and we call it the exponential rank of`. If`= f ?1 , then R`= R f . Note that the rst condition of (2) (3) We will now consider the content of the axioms (GA) and (T 1 ) for logarithms. Because of the condition \a > n 2 ", axiom scheme (GA) is void for in nitesimals. That is, it gives information only in the case of va 0. It holds for va = 0 if the exponential fv induced by f on Kv satis es (GA) (e.g. if Kv = R and fv is the usual exponential function); the proof is simple, see e.g. KK1], Lemma 2.10. Now we are interested in the case of va < 0. In this case, \a > n 2 " holds for all n 2 N if a is positive. Restricted to K n R v , axiom scheme (GA) is thus equivalent to the assertion 8n 2 N : f(a) > a n for all a 2 K >0 n R v : (4) Applying the logarithm`= f ?1 on both sides, we nd that this is equivalent to 8n 2 N : a >`(a Assume that w is a convex valuation. Then because of R w R v we have that va < vb implies wa wb. Hence, (6) (9) Using this fact, we prove:
Lemma 6. Assume that`is a (not necessarily surjective) strong logarithm.
Then the rst condition of (2) is equivalent to:
(10) Proof: As the rst condition of (2) is equivalent to (3) and as (9), the rst condition of (3), holds under the assumptions of the lemma, it remains to show that the second condition of (3),`(K >0 n U >0 w ) K n R w , is equivalent to (10). Since wa > 0 , wa ?1 < 0 and w`a ?1 = w(?`a) = w`a, it is equivalent to a 2 K >0^w a < 0 ) w`a < 0 :
Note that a 2 K >0 n R w implies that a > 1 and thus,`a > 0. Therefore, (11) is equivalent to (10). Proof: Condition (12) implies that vy = v`(1+y) for all y 2 I v and therefore, that`(1 + I w ) I w and`(1 + I v n 1 + I w ) I v n I w for every convex valuation w. By our general assumption,`is compatible with v, so we have that`(1 + I v ) = I v \ im(`) I w \ im(`) . Consequently,`(1 + I w ) = I w \ im(`) .
2
By this lemma, a T 1 -logarithm`always satis es the second condition of (2). So we have proved: Lemma 9. Let`be a strong T 1 -logarithm. Then a convex valuation w is compatible with`if and only if it satis es (10). Further, the exponential rank R`is the subset of all R w 2 R for which w 6 = v and w is compatible with`.
The maps and
Throughout this section, we assume`to be a strong logarithm, compatible with v, but not necessarily surjective or T 1 . We shall now study the structure which`induces on the value group and the rank, and deduce conditions for a convex valuation w to satisfy (10). We set (wK) <0 := fg 2 wK j g < 0g and note that v G wK = fv G g j 0 6 = g 2 wKg = fv G g j g 2 (wK) Now suppose that g = wa and g 0 = wa 0 are elements of (wK) <0 with a; a 0 2 K >0 n R w and 0 > g > g 0 . Then g and g 0 are archimedean equivalent if and only if there is n 2 N such that ng < g 0 , that is, wa n < wa 0 . In this case, a n > a 0 > a. This implies that n`a =`a n >`a 0 >`a, hence w`a 0 = w`a, showing that w g = w g 0 . That is, every two archimedean equivalent elements of (wK) <0 have the same image under w . In this diagram, the map w reverses the order , and v G preserves the order . Moreover, both are onto. Since also`preserves the order (i.e., is monotone), we nd that: a) w and w are monotone, b) if`is onto, then so are w and w . Since w and w are in general not injective, they may not be strictly monotone.
(If w is the trivial valuation, then K >0 n R w , (wK) <0 and v G wK are empty and w and w are the empty maps.)
Since w preserves and sends archimedean equivalent elements (i.e., elements with equal v G -value) to one point, the following holds:
From (6) and (7) we infer:
g < g for all g 2 (vK) <0 and g w g for all g 2 (wK)
It follows that v G g v G w g for all g 2 (wK)
<0
. But v G g = v G g cannot hold; otherwise (13) would yield that g = g, in contradiction to (14). So we nd:
< and w for all 2 v G wK :
Equivalence relations induced by`, w and w .
If ' is any map from a totally ordered set S into itself, we de ne a relation ' on S by setting a ' a 0 if the convex hulls of fa; ' n (a) j n 2 Ng and fa 0 ; ' n (a 0 ) j n 2 Ng have a nonempty intersection. This relation is in general not transitive. But if ' is monotone, it is an equivalence relation. In this case, we will say that a and a 0 are and v G wK. Since we assume`to be strong, the orientation of these maps is xed (cf. (5), (14) and (15) . In other words, the equivalence classes of `a re closed under addition and multiplication, and those of are closed under addition.
Proof: Assume that a; a 0 2 K >0 n R v such that a < a 0 < na. Since`is strong, we have that va = vna < v`na and thus,`a 0 <`na < a. This proves that archimedean equivalence with respect to addition implies`-equivalence. Now if a < a 0 < a n , then`a <`a 0 < n`a, and by what we have already shown,`a ``a 0 . Since`b `b for every b 2 K >0 n R v , it follows that a ``a ``a 0 `a 0 .
This proves that archimedean equivalence with respect to multiplication implies -equivalence. In view of Lemma 10 and the fact that v(ab) = va + vb, this result also yields our assertion about . Theorem 12. Assume that`is surjective. Then vK is divisible and v G vK is dense without endpoints. With the induced ordering, also every -equivalence class and every -equivalence class is dense without endpoints.
Proof: If`is surjective, then so are and . In view of (14) and (15), this yields that their equivalence classes have no endpoints. Further,`? 1 is an exponential and it follows that the positive multiplicative group of K is divisible like its additive group. Consequently, also vK is divisible, hence dense without endpoints (since it is nonzero by our general assumption that K is nonarchimedean ordered). To show that v G vK is dense, let ; 0 2 v G vK such that < 0 . Using the surjecitivity of , we choose g; g 0 2 (vK) <0 with v G g = and v G g 0 = 0 . Then g < g 0 , so by density of vK we can choose some g 00 such that g < g 00 < g 0 . In view of (13), this yields that = v G g < v G g 00 < v G g 0 = 0 , showing that also v G vK is dense. Since the -equivalence classes and the -equivalence classes are convex subsets of vK and v G vK, it follows that they are also dense. Proof: a) , b): This was already shown in the last section. b) , c): We know from the last section that condition b) is equivalent to (11). But wa < 0 is equivalent to va < G w , and w`a < 0 is equivalent to va = v`a < G w . Thus, (11) is equivalent to condition c). Then`= f ?1 is a strong T 1 -logarithm. Suppose rst that w is compatible with f. By our remark following (16) and by the rst condition of (CE),
Now suppose that (1) holds. Then in particular, condition h) of the foregoing theorem holds, which proves that w is compatible with f. 2
Exponential rank and principal exponential rank
Let (M; <) be any totally ordered set. Then the set M fs of nonempty nal segments of M is ordered by inclusion, and the map : M 3 s 7 ! fs 0 2 M j s 0 sg 2 M fs (17) is an order reversing embedding. Its image consists of all segments which have a smallest element. Now let g; g 0 2 vK. Denote by C g the smallest convex subgroup of vK containing g. Then C g 6 = C g 0 if and only if jg 0 j > njgj for all n 2 N, i.e., if and only if v G g 0 < v G g. Hence, the map fC g j 0 6 = g 2 vKg 3 C g 7 ! v G g 2 ? is an order reversing bijection. Composing this bijection with the map R w 7 ! G w , we obtain an order reversing bijection R pr ! ? = v G vK :
(18) Every convex subgroup G w is the union of the principal convex subgroups contained in it. Correspondingly, every R w 2 R is the union of all rings in R pr which are contained in R w . Such a union corresponds via (18) to the nal segment ? w = v G G w of ?. We have thus obtained an order preserving bijection : R 3 R w 7 ! ? w 2 ? fs : (As we have excluded R v from R, we do not have to deal with v G 0 = 1 which by our de nition does not lie in v G vK.)
The map de ned in (17) renders an order reversing embedding of ? in ? fs , whose image ? consists of all segments having a smallest element. Note that (R pr ) = ?.
Since preserves on ?, it sends nal segments to nal segments. That is, extends canonically to ? fs , extending the map which induces via on ?. Via the bijection , we may also view as a map on R. In this way, we transfer the equivalence relation to ? fs and to R. Now we consider the following map: " : R 3 R w 7 ! f ] j 2 ? w g 2 (?= ) fs :
It is an epimorphism which preserves . To obtain a bijection, we restrict our scope to R w 2 R`. Indeed, since the corresponding nal segments ? w of ? are closed under -equivalence, every two distinct of them give distinct nal segments in ?= . Therefore, the restriction of " to R w 2 R`becomes injective. Hence, we obtain an order preserving bijection " from R`onto (?= ) fs . We compute:
" (R w Observe that "(R w ) contains a smallest element if and only if ? w admits some -equivalence class as initial segment, or equivalently, G <0 w admits some -equivalence class as initial segment. This does not mean that G w is principal; the following corollary shows the contrary.
Corollary 16. If`is surjective, then the intersection of the principal rank and the exponential rank is empty. In particular, the value group of a nonarchimedean exponential eld is never principal (as its own convex subgroup).
Proof: If R w belongs to the exponential rank, then v G G w is closed under -equivalence. If`is surjective, then Theorem 12 shows that -equivalence classes have no smallest element; hence also v G G w has no smallest element. The second assertion follows from the rst, taking w to be the trivial valuation. 2
For the rest of this chapter, assume that`is the inverse of an exponential f which satis es (T 1 ) and (GA). Then`= f ?1 is a strong T 1 -logarithm. If for every a 2 K >0 n R v the sequence (f n a) n2N is co nal, then this means that for every such a the class v G va] is the same, and vice versa. This in turn means that ?= is a singleton, i.e., the principal exponential rank is a singleton. This proves the second assertion of part b) of Theorem 2. The proof of part a) is similar.
Finally, let us mention (and leave the proof as an exercise to the reader): Theorem 17. Assume that w is compatible with f. Then induces w through the canonical isomorphism wK ' vK=G w , and w is the restriction of to v G wK through the canonical isomorphism v G wK ' v G vK n ? w . Further, the valuation w induced by v on the residue eld Kw is the natural valuation of Kw (endowed with the induced order), the exponential fw on Kw induces the restriction of on the value group G w through the canonical isomorphism w(Kw) ' G w , and the restriction of on ? w through the canonical isomorphism v G w(Kw) ' ? w .
Lifting logarithms from the residue eld
If K admits an exponential, then its multiplicative group of positive elements is divisible (since the additive is). For the rest of the paper, we will always assume this divisibility. As in KS] (Lemma 3.4 and Theorem 3.8), we then have the following representations as lexicographic sums: (K; +; 0; <) ' A w q (Kw; +; 0; <) q (I w ; +; 0; <) (19) where A w is an arbitrary group complement of R w in (K; +), and analogously, (K >0 ; ; 1; <) ' B w q (Kw >0 ; ; 1; <) q (1 + I w ; ; 1; <) (20) where B w is an arbitrary group complement of U >0 w in (K >0 ; ) . Endowed with the restriction of the ordering, A w and B w are unique up to isomorphism. In view of (CO) and the fact that w(?a) = wa, the map (K
; ; 1; <) ! (wK; +; 0; <) ; a 7 ! ?wa = wa ?1
is a surjective group homomorphism preserving , with kernel U >0 w . We nd that every complement B w is isomorphic to (wK; +; 0; <) through the map ?w. Conversely, in view of (19) and (20), such embeddings`w R ,`w and`w L can be put together to obtain a logarithm which is compatible with w. We call`w L a left logarithm and`w R a right logarithm.`w is a logarithm on the residue eld Kw, and`can be seen as a lifting of`w . Thus, the liftings of`w to K are in one-one correspondance to the pairs (`w L ;`w R ) of left and right logarithms. The set of all right logarithms is identical to the set of all order preserving embeddings of (1 + I w ; ) in (I w ; +); we will denote it by o-Emb((1 + I w ; ); (I w ; +)).
Through the isomorphism (21) 
If h 2 o-Emb(wK; (K; +)nR w ) satis es wh(g) > g for all g 2 (wK) <0 , then we call it a strong logarithmic cross-section (for w). For w = v, we see that (6) is strong, then \g < w g" holds in (14) and \ < w " holds in (15). If`is surjective and w 6 = v, this describes a more rapid growth rate of the exponential`? 1 on the positive in nite elements than the axiom (GA) does.
Theorem 18 does not yet tell anything about the existence of (strong) logarithmic cross-sections and right logarithms (if we don't know whether logarithms exist). We will now discuss this problem. Recall that every embedding (resp. isomorphism) of ordered abelian groups induces canonically an embedding (resp. isomorphism) of their ranks as ordered sets (cf. KS]). In particular, a logarithmic cross-section h induces an embeddingh such that the following diagram commutes:
?
We say that h is a lifting ofh. If h is onto, then so ish (in this case, it is just the inverse of a \group exponential" as de ned in KS]). We have that h(v G g) > g , vh(g) > g for every g 2 (vK) <0 .
We see that h is a strong logarithmic cross-section if and only if h(v G g) > g for all g 2 (vK)
Note that every ordered abelian group G admits an embedding s : v G G ! G
<0
of ordered sets such that v G s is the identity on v G G (for 2 v G G, we just have to set s = g where g 2 G <0 is an arbitrary element of value v G g = ). We call such a map a group cross-section.
Lemma 20. Let G be any ordered abelian group such that v G G admits an order preserving map into itself satisfying that > for all 2 v G G. Then for every group cross-section s of G, the embeddingh := s : v G G ! G . Note that there are plenty of groups satisfying the hypothesis of the lemma. For instance, this is the case if v G G is isomorphic to an arbitrary nonzero ordered abelian group, as an ordered set. Now the question arises whether an embedding (resp. isomorphism)h can be lifted to an embedding (resp. isomorphism) h. (Cf. the related notion of \lifting property" as used in KK1].) Such a lifting always exists if A v is rich enough, i.e., if it is a Hahn product. This in turn is the case if the eld K is a suitable power series eld.
Let k be an archimedean ordered real closed eld. If G is an arbitrary ordered abelian group, then the power series eld K := k((G)) is a formally real eld, and it is real closed if and only if G is divisible (which we shall always assume here). Further, K carries a canonical valuation v which associates to every formal power series the minimum of its support. It also carries a natural ordering < such that v is the natural valuation of the ordered eld (K; <). The residue eld of (K; v) is k, and its value group is G. The valuation ring R of (K; v) is the power series ring > for all 2 v G G b) v G G= has order type , the inverse of . Further, the power series eld R((G)) admits a strong logarithmic cross-section for v, giving rise to a (non-surjective) strong logarithm having principal exponential rank .
Proof: Let T be an ordered set having order type . We may assume that is nontrivial, that is, T 6 = ;, since otherwise, we could set G = f0g and R((G)) = R, and the usual logarithm would do the job. We de ne the ordered set ? to be the sum (in the sense of ordered sets) of copies of Zover the index set T. (That is, we obtain ? by replacing every element of T by a copy of Z). We let be the map which sends an element n in any of these copies to its successor n + 1 in the same copy. Now we let G be the Hahn sum (or Hahn product) of copies of Q over the index set ?. Then G has the required properties.
According to Lemma 20, we can choose an embeddingh : v G G ! G <0 which satis es condition (25). Note that A v := R((G <0 )) is archimedean-complete (that is, it is maximal and all its components are R). Hence by Hahn's embedding theorem, the embeddingh of v G G into G <0 = v(A v n f0g) lifts to an embedding h of G into A v . Moreover, sinceh(v G g) > g, we have that vh(g) > g for all g 2 G <0 , as required.
In view of the foregoing lemma, Theorem 18 now shows that h gives rise to a strong logarithm`which lifts exp from R to R((G)). To show that`has principal exponential rank , it su ces to prove that`induces on v G G; then Corollary 15 will yield our assertion. As is already induced by`v L , we take a 2 B v and compute: 7. Going to the limit Using Theorem 22, we shall now construct nonarchimedean models of real exponentiation which are countable unions of power series elds. Indeed, a common method to obtain surjectivity of a map is to construct the union over a suitable countably in nite chain of elds. In the following, we will apply such a construction to strong logarithmic cross-sections.
Construction of a surjective logarithmic cross-section. 
Since G n?1 is isomorphic to a subgroup of A n?1 through h n?1 , we can take G n to be a group containing G n?1 as a subgroup and admitting an isomorphism h n onto A n?1 which extends h n?1 . We set K n := R((G n )). Hence, K n?1 K n canonically (the elements of K n?1 being those elements of K n whose support is a subset of G n?1 ). Further, we choose a group complement A n for the valuation ring R G n ]] such that A n contains A n?1 . In this way, h n appears as an embedding of G n into A n which extends h n?1 . We show that h n is again a strong logarithmic crosssection. For g 2 G n , the image h n (g) lies in A n?1 , and vh n (g) lies in its value set G <0 n?1 . Consequently, in (27) we may replace g 2 G <0 n?1 by vh n (g) for g 2 G <0 n . But vh n?1 (vh n (g)) > vh n (g) implies that h n?1 (vh n (g)) > h n (g), because h n (g) < 0 and h n?1 (vh n (g)) < 0. Since h n extends h n?1 , this may be read as h n (vh n (g)) > h n (g). Since h n is order preserving, this in turn implies vh n (g) > g. Thus, we have proved that (27) holds with n in the place of n ? 1.
By our induction on n, we obtain a chain of elds K n , n 2 N. Now we take K ! := S n2N K n and h ! := S n2N h n . Also the groups G n form a chain, and their union G ! := S n2N G n is the value group of K ! ; we have that K ! R((G ! )). Similarly, the group complements A n form a chain, and their union A ! := S n2N A n is a group complement for the valuation ring
By construction, we have A n?1 = h n (G n ) for all n. Consequently, h ! : G ! ! A ! is surjective. Moreover, h ! is a strong logarithmic cross-section since (27) holds for all n.
Construction of a surjective strong logarithm on K ! .
By Lemma 21 we obtain a right exponential f R;n and a surjective right logarithm R;n = f ?1 R;n on every K n , such that`R ;n+1 is an extension of`R ;n to K n+1 . Hence, R;! := S n2Ǹ R;n is a surjective right logarithm on K ! . Now we apply Theorem 18 to nd a surjective strong logarithm`! which lifts the usual exponential function exp from R to K ! . Its inverse f ! is an exponential on K ! which satis es the grawth axiom (GA). This completes our construction.
Model theoretic properties of (K ! ; f ! ).
In DMM1] it is shown how to interprete the restricted analytic functions on power series elds via their Taylor expansions. This interpretation is canonical in the same spirit as in Lemma 21, hence it is compatible with the inclusions K n K n+1 . Moreover, it makes every K n into a model of T an . By the model completeness of T an (cf. D1]), K n K n+1 for every n. Hence, K ! is the union over an elementary chain of models K n of T an and is thus itself a model of T an .
For every n 2 N, h n , log and`R ;n give rise to a logarithm`n on K n . Note that`! = S n2Ǹ n . Since every`R ;n is surjective and exp is surjective on R, the restriction` n n of`n to U >0 v is an isomorphism onto the valuation ring R G n ]]. We denote its inverse by f n n ; it is the restriction of f ! to R G n ]]. Let n 2 N and a be an element of the interval ?1; 1] of K n . Since ?1; 1] R G n ]], we can write a = r + " with r 2 R and v" > 0, and we have: f ! (a) = f n n (a) = (` n n ) ?1 (a) = log ?1 (r) `? 1 R;n (") = exp(r) f R;n (") = exp(r) Therefore, f ! coincides on ?1; 1] in K n with the interpretation of the restricted exp (given by its Taylor expansion), for every n. Hence, this is also true on the interval ?1; 1] in K ! . From Lemma 5 we conclude that (K ! ; f ! ) is a model of T an (exp).
The principal exponential rank of (K ! ; f ! ).
We wish to show that (K ! ; f ! ) has the same principal exponential rank as K 0 with its logarithm induced by h 0 . Let a 2 A >0 ! ; then there is some n 2 N such that a 2 A >0 n . By construction, the image of h n is A n?1 . Consequently,`!a 2 A >0 n?1 .
By induction on n, we nd that`n ! a 2 A 0 . Since every in nite positive element in K ! is archimedean equivalent (and thus`!-equivalent) to some a 2 A ! and a is`!-equivalent to`n ! a, this proves that every in nite positive element in K ! is ! -equivalent to some in nite positive element in K 0 . This proves our assertion.
Remark 23. The above construction can be iterated in order to obtain unions over chains indexed by an arbitrary limit ordinal . If is a limit ordinal and we have constructed G , K , A and h for every < , then we take for G , K and h the respective unions in the same manner as before. If < , then we replace K by R((G )), which by virtue of the main result of KKS] must be a proper extension of S < K . We choose a group complement A to its valuation ring R G ]] which contains S < A . Thus, h is a non-surjective logarithmic cross-section of K with image in A . The induction step for successor ordinals works as before.
If is an uncountable regular cardinal, then the exponential eld (K ; f ) obtained by this construction is almost a power series eld. In fact, it is the restricted power series eld R((G )) , which consists of all power series in R((G )) whose support has cardinality < . Indeed, since is assumed to be regular and G = S < G , every power series with support of cardinality < is already an element of R((G )) = K for some < . Hence, it lies in K = S < K . Now let (K; f) be a model of T an (exp), and an order type extending the principal exponential rank 0 of (K; f). By abuse of terminology, we assume 0 and to be ordered sets of the respective order types. Now for every element in n 0 we add a copy of Zto ? = v G vK, de ning on this copy to send n to its successor n+1. In this way, we obtain an ordered set with a map such that (?; ) embeds in ( ; ) and = ' . We take G to be the Hahn product of copies of R over the index set . Then G satis es properties a) and b) of Theorem 22. By Hahn's embedding theorem, the embedding of ? in lifts to an embedding of vK in G.
By DMM1], R((G)) is a model of the theory T an of the reals with restricted analytic functions. Moreover, there is a truncation closed embedding of K in R((G)) which respects the restricted analytic functions. Now the left logarithm of K induces canonically a strong logarithmic cross-section h 0 on K 0 = R((G)). We continue the construction as above. The so obtained exponential f ! on K ! extends f. By DMM1], the embedding of (K; f) in (K ! ; f ! ) is elementary. Note that in our construction, every embedding K n?1 K n is truncation closed. Hence, the embedding K K ! is truncation closed. This proves Theorem 3.
